
BLACK  

ULtra Smooth, High GLoss Paint ProteCtion

The best protection you’ll never see



Protective Cap Sheet
To protect film during transportation

Self Healing top coat
This layer provides superior shine and protection

Aliphatic Urethane film
Durable, soft and high impact resilient layer

Acrylic Adhesive
Crystal clear adhesive system

Strong Polyethlene liner
Helps to allow computer cutting on plotter

Characteristics

PremiumShield® BLACK is 

a high-gloss black 0.16 mm thick 

aliphatic polyurethane film (PU) 

with a 0.04 mm thin, pressure 

sensitive acrylic adhesive  

layer (PSA).

The film is specially designed to 

add decorative accents to different 

areas, as well as protecting paints, 

gel coatings or other sensitive 

surfaces, thus improving the 

service life.

BLACK  

   oPAQUe & HiGH GLoSS ACCEntS

PremiumShield® BLACK is the answer to the demand for a super  
high-gloss black surface that must also be scratchproof, dirt-repellent 
and stone-chip resistant.

This high-gloss polyurethane film is perfect for application on accent 
areas such as car roofs, mirrors, hoods, and spoilers, as well as full body 
vehicle colour changes.

The ‘custom’ look combined with self-healing protective properties, 
makes this film a MUST HAVE for any modern enthusiast.

HiGH PERFoRmAnCe 
SURFACe PRoTeCtion

l  High Gloss Urethane Film

l  Reliable protection

l  Perfect for accents

l  Self-healing top coat

l  5 Year Warranty
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All statements, technical data sheets and recommendations published by PremiumShield® are based on test results which have been relied upon to be reliable and to respect the 
tolerances of the equipment used to determine these specific values. We cannot guarantee the precision and completeness thereof and cannot accept any liability in this respect.  
The reseller and supplier are not liable for injury, loss of profit or damage (s) as a result of the use by or the unsuitability of this product for the buyer. Moreover, neither the seller, nor 
the producer, nor the supplier are liable for costs incurred during the processing of the product. Before using the product, the user must test its suitability for the intended application. 
The user is responsible for all possible risks and liabilities in any form as a result of using the product. Any statements or recommendations to the contrary are void or invalid, unless 
they are published in the technical information or in an agreement signed by an authorized representative of the sales organization, the supplier or the manufacturer.

www.prEmiumshiELd.Com

Technical Information
Type:  Polyurethane

Colour and surface:  High Gloss Black

Thickness:  150 microns (6 mil)

Elongation - percent (ASTM D882):  400%

Peel (PSTC-101) 3D/RT/SS:  705Nm/25mm

Shear (PSTC-101) 1hr Dwell/SS:  Avg 257 mins/4:28 hr

Gravelometer (SAEJ4000):  Pass (no ruptures)

Outdoor Weathering - 24 months:  Pass (no changes) 
Arizona 45° South Exposure (Range 35°-105°F)

Chemical resistance:  Pass (no effect) 
Isopropanol/water 1: 1 Carburettor cleaner (brushing test)

PremiumShield® is the market leader in paint protection for vehicles. PremiumShield® has been tested worldwide 
and the results prove time and again that our products are among the clearest and strongest paint protection 
films on the market. We are so confident that PremiumShield® Elite-SH has a LIFETIME WARRANTY*.

After Care Instructions
NOTE: The film should be left a minimum of 48 hours to allow the pressure sensitive 
adhesive time to fully cure and all of the moisture to evaporate completely. After the 
curing process has passed, follow the simple maintenance instructions below.

Cleaning 
Always remove contaminants (insect 
debris, bird droppings, etc.) immediately. 
If left on the film for a longer period of 
time, stains can form, just as the acids 
contained would eventually damage  
the paint.

We recommend using PremiumShield 
Insect Remover, which has been 
specially designed to gently and 
efficiently remove insect debris, and  
bird lime.

Washing & rinsing 
We suggest using a twin bucket method, 
along with a lambswool wash mitt for 
a gentler clean. If you choose to use a 
pressure washer, ensure the lance is at 
least 3 feet away from the surface of the 
film, avoiding any edges to  
prevent lifting.

We recommend using PremiumShield 
Shampoo, which provides a pH neutral 
construction for a thorough wash.

Drying 
Use a normal moisture absorbant cloth 
to dry the film the same as you would the 
rest of the vehicle.

Once dry use a clean microfibre cloth to 
polish with PremiumShield  
Premium Seal.

Scientifically designed to enhance the 
film, Premium Seal provides an additional 
level of protection to the films’ surface. 
This should be reapplied every 3-6 
months for maximum benefit.

For regular maintenance after washing 
PremiumShield Spray and Shine quick 
detailer spray may be used to maintain 
the slickness on the surface of the film.

If you wish to maintain your vehicle using 
alternative products, we recommend 
avoiding polishes that contain abrasives, 
petroleum, solvents or that are resin 
based as this will damage the PPF, always 
use synthetic based waxes.

Cleaning edges 
Over time wax and dust can stick to the 
film edges.For cleaning, use a regular 
cotton swab dipped in 70% isopropynol 
alcohol (IPA or rubbing alcohol) and wipe 
it AWAY from the edge, NOT towards the 
edge to remove any residue.

Things to avoid... 
Do not use solvent-based cleaners, 
insect removers, degreasers or other 
abrasive materials. Polishing equipment 
may be used, but at low speed and with 
minimal force. 
 
We recommend that you test on a small 
area out of sight before proceeding fully.


